SOWELL’S WEEK AHEAD

MONDAY JUNE 22, 2020
Chicago Fed National Activity Index
Existing Home Sales
TUESDAY JUNE 23, 2020
Redbook
Markit Composite PMI Flash
New Home Sales
Richmond Fed Manufacturing Index
WEDNESDAY JUNE 24, 2020
House Price Index
Building Permits
THURSDAY JUNE 25, 2020
Initial Jobless Claims
Continuing Jobless Claims
GDP Growth Rate QoQ Final (Q1)
Durable Goods Orders
Coporate Profits
Kansas Fed Manufacturing Index
US Fed Stress Test Results for Big Banks
FRIDAY JUNE 26, 2020
Personal Income
Personal Spending
PCE Price Index
Michigan Consumer Sentiment
Michigan Inflation Expectations

The S&P 500 rose slightly higher last week, even though it
felt relatively uneventful due to the fact we’ve seen such large
swings the past couple of months. One of the more note-worthy
things that came out of last week was the Fed’s announcement
that they were going to be actively buying eligible corporate
bonds in the open market in addition the corporate bond ETFs
they started purchasing in mid-May.
This week will feature heavy volume of economic data on
Thursday, including the release of the bank stress test results.
Stress tests were implemented as part of the Dodd-Frank Act in
2010 and are used to ensure that banks would have adequate
capital through a variety of economic scenarios. This round of
stress tests could be especially important, as the Fed might
look to add more severe recession scenarios in response to
the recent pandemic-fueled economic downturn.
Our tactical model remains neutral (60/40).
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Another important economic indicator that we will monitor
this week is the Personal Consumption Expenditure (PCE)
Index for May, which looks at consumer spending over a
period of time to determine price increases for consumerfocused goods and services. While it is similar to the
Consumer Price Index (CPI), the PCE Index is actually
the Federal Reserve’s primary measure of inflation. The
adjacent chart shows the month-over-month movements
in PCE. The consensus estimate for May is a slight
decrease of 0.1% from the month prior.
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Basic Materials

2.1

6.6
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-6.6

0.1

Communication Services

2.6
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Consumer Cyclical

1.6

6.7
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8.1

Consumer Defensive

2.6
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4.2

Energy
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4.6
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Financial Services

0.6
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-10.0

Healthcare

3.2

0.7

23.1

-0.1

-0.6

Industrials

0.6

10.6

29.0

-13.9

-7.5

Real Estate

-0.5

11.0

23.8

-6.1

-4.5

Technology

2.9

7.2
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13.7

33.4

Utilities
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-2.3
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Advisory services offered through Sowell Management, a Registered Investment Advisor. The views expressed represent the opinion of
Sowell Management. The views are subject to change and are not intended as a forecast or guarantee of future results. This material
is for informational purposes only. It does not constitute investment advice and is not intended as an endorsement of any specific
investment. Stated information is derived from proprietary and non-proprietary sources that have not been independently verified
for accuracy or completeness. While Sowell Management believes the information to be accurate and reliable, we do not claim or
have responsibility for its completeness, accuracy, or reliability. Statements of future expectations, estimates, projections, and other
forward-looking statements are based on available information and Sowell Management’s view as of the time of these statements.
Accordingly, such statements are inherently speculative as they are based on assumptions that may involve known and unknown risks
and uncertainties. Actual results, performance or events may differ materially from those expressed or implied in such statements.
Investing in securities involves risks, including the potential loss of principal. While equities may offer the potential for greater long-term
growth than most debt securities, they generally have higher volatility. International investments may involve risk of capital loss from
unfavorable fluctuation in currency values, from differences in generally accepted accounting principles, or from economic or political
instability in other nations. Past performance is not indicative of future results.
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